
Argumentation and risk assessmentSimon Parsonsy;zyDepartment of Electronic EngineeringQueen Mary and West�eld CollegeMile End RoadLondon E1 4NSUnited Kingdom John Foxz and Andrew CoulsonzzAdvanced Computation LaboratoryImperial Cancer Research FundLincoln's Inn FieldsLondon WC2 3PXUnited KingdomAbstractOver the last ten years we have been involved in thedevelopment of a formal framework for decision makingand reasoning under uncertainty based on \argumen-tation". The latter provides a way of managing uncer-tainty which di�ers from probabilistic inference and isparticularly valuable in those many practical situationswhere uncertainty cannot be quanti�ed. Recently wehave been applying argumentation as a non-numericalmethod of risk assessment.IntroductionStandard decision theory builds on the probabilisticview of uncertainty in reasoning about actions. Thecosts and bene�ts of possible outcomes of actions areweighted with their probabilities, yielding a preferenceordering on the \expected utility" of alternative actions.However, as many authors have pointed out, the spec-i�cation of the complete sets of probabilities and utili-ties required by standard decision theory make the the-ory impractical in complex tasks which involve commonsense knowledge. This realisation has prompted workon qualitative approaches to decision making which at-tempt to reduce the amount of numerical informationrequired.We have been involved in work on such qualitative de-cision making techniques since the early 80s (see (Par-sons & Fox 1996) for a review). Our early work waspartly concerned with the description of human deci-sion processes (Fox 1980) and partly with the practi-cal development of decision systems for use in medicine(Fox, Barber, & Bardhan 1980). Whilst the qualita-tive decision procedures we developed proved to haveconsiderable descriptive value and practical promise,our desire to build decision support systems for safety-critical �elds such as medicine raised the concern thatour early applications were ad hoc. In particular wewere concerned that they, in common with all other ex-pert systems being built at the time, were not basedon a rigorously de�ned decision theory. As a result wehave put considerable e�ort into developing a theoret-ical framework for qualitative decision making. Thebest developed part of this is an approach to uncer-tainty and belief based on the idea of argumentation.

The next section gives a short informal description ofargumentation. More extensive accounts may be foundin (Fox, Krause, & Ambler 1992; Krause et al. 1995;Fox & Parsons 1998).ArgumentationIn a classical logic L, an argument is a sequence of in-ferences leading to a conclusion. If the argument iscorrect, then the conclusion is true. An argument:G1 : : :Gn ` Stis correct in the logic L if St may be derived usingthe rules of inference and axioms of L augmented withG1 : : : Gn. Therefore a correct argument simply yieldsa proposition St. This can be paraphrased asSt is true (in the context G1 : : :Gn)In the approach we take, this traditional form of logicbased argumentation is extended in two importantways:1. to allow arguments not only to prove propositions butalso to merely indicate support for, or even doubt in,them; and2. to explicitly record the context in which the deduc-tion holds.The way we do this is to attach two things to eachproposition which is derived|a record of the informa-tion used to derive it, and a measure of con�dence inthe derivation. Thus the result of a derivation is anargument of the form:(St : G : Sg)Each argument consists of a triple consisting of a Sen-tence (St), Grounds (G), which are the formulae usedto justify the argument, and a Sign (Sg), which is anumber or a symbol which indicates the con�dence war-ranted in the conclusion. The idea of argumentationfrom a database may thus be summarised by the fol-lowing schema:Database `ACR (Sentence : Grounds : Sign)In this schema, `ACR is a consequence relation whichde�nes the inference rules by which we may construct



arguments for claims using the information in thedatabase.The use of con�dences rather than logical proofs in-troduces a slight complication. In classical logic, if wecan construct an argument (proof) for St then any fur-ther arguments for St are of no interest since St isknown to be true. If, however, we only have an in-dication of support for St then it may be the casethat additional information casts doubt on St. Thuswe need to consider every distinct argument concern-ing St and then carry out a process of aggregation tocombine them. This process is also known as atteningsince it has the e�ect of mapping a number of distinctarguments into a single measure.Argumentation appears to have considerable practi-cal potential. Fox et al. (1990) �rst described the useof argumentation in decision support systems and Daset al. (1996) have shown how it can be incorporatedin a sound decision making procedure. Argumentationhas also provided the basis of an executable agent spec-i�cation language, PROforma (Fox et al. 1997).Argumentation and riskBecause it can be applied in the absence of detailed nu-merical estimates of uncertainty, argumentation seemsto be a useful way of assessing risks. The StAR projectdeveloped software for identifying the risk of carcino-genicity associated with chemical compounds. (Fox1997; Krause, Judson, & Patel 1998). In this domainenvironmental and epidemiological impact statistics areoften unavailable, so argumentation provides an alter-native method for reasoning about risks from generalscienti�c knowledge. The approach is to build argu-ments, based on whatever information is available, foror against the carcinogenicity of the chemical in ques-tion, and to use the interaction between these argu-ments to estimate the gravity of the risk. Thus if thereis one argument that a chemical might be carcinogenic(because it contains some functional group which isknown to cause cancer in rats) then there is a risk thatthe chemical might cause cancer in humans. However,if there is a second argument which defeats the �rst (by,for instance, pointing out that the cancer-causing mech-anism in rats involves an enzyme which is not presentin humans) then the risk is considered to be lower. AnHMSO report on micro-biological risk assessment iden-ti�es StAR as a major new approach to this importantproblem (Health and Safety Commission 1996).The demonstrator system produced by the StARproject is a prototype for a computer based assistant forthe prediction of the potential carcinogenic risk due tonovel chemical compounds. A notion of hazard identi�-cation is taken as a preliminary stage in the assessmentof risk. The hazard identi�cation used here draws heav-ily on the approach taken in the expert system DEREK,which is used for the qualitative prediction of possi-ble toxic action of chemical compounds (Sanderson &Earnshaw 1991). DEREK is able to detect chemicalsub-structures within molecules, known as structural

Figure 1: The StAR Demonstrator: Example 1alerts, and relate these to a rule-base linking them withlikely types of toxicity. In the demonstration, the struc-tural alerts have been taken from a U.S. FDA reportidentifying sub-structures associated with various formsof carcinogenic activity (Federal Drug Administration1986).The user of the carcinogenicity risk adviser presentsthe system with the chemical structure of the compoundto be assessed, together with any additional informa-tion which may be thought relevant (such as possibleexposure routes, or species of animal that will be ex-posed to the chemical). The chemical structure may bepresented using a graphical interface. The database ofstructural alerts is then searched for matches againstthe entered structure. If a match is found, a theoremprover tries to construct arguments for or against thehazard being manifest in the context under consider-ation. Having constructed all the relevant arguments,a report is generated on the basis of the available evi-dence1.For the �rst screen (Figure 1), the user has entered arelatively simple structure based on an aromatic ring.The system has identi�ed that it contains an alert forepoxides (the triangular structure to the top right).Whilst constructing arguments, the system has recog-nised that the LogP value is relevant in this case, and soqueries the user for this information (loosely, the valueof LogP gives a measure of how easily the substancewill be absorbed into tissue). The functional group forepoxides is indicative of a direct acting carcinogen, andthe value of LogP supplied by the user is supportive ofthe substance being readily absorbed into tissue. Haz-ard recognition plus supportive evidence, with no argu-ments countering potential carcinogenic activity, yieldsthe classi�cation of a \probable human carcinogen" (theresult might be di�erent for di�erent animals). Figure 1shows the summary report. The query box is illustrated1For ease of presentation, the examples use a simpli�eddatabase, and some of the following assessments may bechemically or biologically naive.



Figure 2: The StAR Demonstrator: Example 2

Figure 3: The StAR Demonstrator: Example 3in this screen image, although it would normally havebeen closed by this stage.The second example (Figure 2) involves a structurewhich contains an alert for peroxisome proliferators.The top-most screen contains a simple non-judgementalstatement to this e�ect. The lower screen contains thesummary of the argumentation stage of analysis. Here,evidence is equivocal|as explained in Figure 3, thereare arguments for and against carcinogenicity so nooverall conclusion can be reached.Genetic riskWe are currently applying similar technology to theproblem of estimating genetic risk. In particular, we

Figure 4: The RAGs Demonstrator: Family Treehave developed a PROforma application called RAGs(Risk Assessment in Genetics), which is designed to as-sist a family doctor (GP) in evaluating the genetic riskof breast cancer for a given patient. The interface to thesystem is pictured in Figures 4 and 5. The GP entersthe relevant personal details of a patient and her fam-ily, gradually building a graphical \family tree" on thescreen. Once such a pedigree has been created, RAGsassesses the person's genetic risk of breast cancer, basedon the known incidence of cancer in her family. An ap-propriate on-screen report is then generated.The risk calculation in RAGs is performed using ar-gumentation. Domain knowledge was provided by JonEmery at the Imperial Cancer Research Fund's GeneralPractice Research Group who generated a set of rulesfor building arguments about a person's increased ordecreased genetic risk. For example, one rule is thata �rst degree relative with breast cancer increases thepresenting patient's genetic risk. If appropriate theserules generate arguments about a patient, and a simpletotal risk score is computed. Based on this score, thepatient is put into a high, medium or low genetic riskcategory, and the appropriate referral advice is given.Figure 4 shows the family tree for an imaginary case,where Karen is the patient whose risk is being assessed.The heavy line shows the highest risk path of inheri-tance, and Figure 5 shows the advice generated by thesystem in response to this case, along with the argu-ments which underlie it. The fact that these argumentscan be used as explanations for the GP and patient isperhaps the most interesting thing about the demon-strator. These explanations can be related directly tothe graphical image of the family tree, thus providingan exceptionally clear account of what the system isdoing.The results given by the RAGs program have been



Figure 5: The RAGs Demonstrator: Advicecompared with those given by a commercial pedigreedrawing program, Cyrillic, which calculates genetic riskas a numerical probability. Cyrillic represents the stateof the art for probabilistic genetic risk calculations.The comparison showed that RAGs categorizes patientsinto the three genetic risk categories in agreement withCyrillic. SummaryThis paper has briey introduced our approach to ar-gumentation, a formal mechanism for handling uncer-tainty in a largely symbolic way, and has discussed itsuse in risk assessment. In particular, it has discussedthe use of argumentation in two projects at the Impe-rial Cancer Research Fund. In the �rst, argumentationis used to predict the risk of carcinogenicity of novelchemical compounds. In the second, it is used to assessthe risk of genetic disposition to breast cancer. We arealso in the process of setting up a project which willfurther develop argumentation as an approach to riskassessment, by using it as a mechanism for exploringpossible (as opposed to probable) risks, and as a basisfor risk mitigation and management.AcknowledgmentsThe authors would like to thank all their colleagueswho have contributed to the work described here, in-cluding Jon Emery, David Glasspool, Phillip Judson,Paul Krause and Nicola Pappas.
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